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Development of the Universal Cost Model 2.0 – the Plan



• Potential hazards
• Energy 

• CO2 cost modelling 
• Noise 

• Accurate costs modelling
• Vehicle maintenance

• New maintenance-based PI 
• Single method for damage calculation

• Rail maintenance
• Rail damage simulation and costs
• Switch damage simulation and costs

• Ballast maintenance
• Ballast maintenance modelling and costs 

• End of life cost modelling 

UCM tool modules and simulation of Performance Inputs 
(PI)
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€/fleet/year

UCM tool – Excel based

Results modules: €/vehicle/year

This is infrastructure costs!



• Most financial aspects are located at the Railway 
Undertakings, the train operators, of course.

UCM tool modules and simulation of Performance Inputs 
(PI)

Railway Undertaking

Infrastructure Manager

Member State

• Infrastructure costs are in the responsibility of the 
Infrastructure Managers. The costs covered in the 
UCM are definitely “direct costs” and thus subject to 
Track Access Charges.

• The externality “noise” drives social costs. But we 
have mechanisms to also handle externalities within 
the TAC-schemes (see Implementing Regulation 
429/2015).
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UCM tool modules and simulation of Performance Inputs 
(PI)

9 Performance Indicators

5 PIs as default values 

Simulation!

separate Simulation Guidelines
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UCM tool modules | ballast maintenance modelling

1 Performance Indicator

No Simulation!

Simulating ballast behaviour is in its 
infancy!

Simulation of settlement needs input 
on ballast material, subsoil quality, 
drainage functionality, sleeper type, 
rail profile, maintenance machinery, 
…

Modelling!



UCM tool modules | ballast maintenance modelling

Based on previous works (Swiss Wear 
Factor, tamping demand modelling for 
High-speed and heavy-haul), we use as 
reference load the P2-force with the 
power of 3.

The cost increments (= €/kN³km) are 
precalculated from a mixed-traffic 
vehicle collective.
The % of curves and speed levels are 
taken from the landing page.



UCM tool modules | ballast maintenance modelling

Track properties are set to 
“Standard” in the tool.

Heavy superstructure on 
good subsoil and proper 
drainage. 



UCM tool modules | ballast maintenance modelling

Changing to “User-defined”, 
we can change the track 
properties.

The user can change the 
superstructure components 
and substructure issues by 
drop-down menus to 
these options.



UCM tool modules | ballast maintenance modelling

Other options included:

- Consider the cost of ballast cleaning (end of life) as well
- Insert cost figures for ballast maintenance works
- Consideration of costs of non-availability of track

Note: ballast maintenance costs for S&Cs are included (input: number and size of S&Cs 🡪 
Case definition)

The calculation of the PI’s incremental costs is performed automatically.

In this way, we ensure that simplicity and precision are balanced

and a tool that is easy to use and scientifically accurate.



The UCM as TAC tool

Taken the possibilities of the Universal Cost Model, we can perfectly use it for:

- vehicle-specific
- wear-based
- (and even line-specific)

track access charges as implemented in the UK and in Switzerland and described in 
Implementing Regulation 909/2015.

There are additionally tasks to be clarified on the way to specific “prices”, but this is mostly 
further simplification and not more analyses.

This cost approach is purely 
„engineering“.But we have also analysed how this fits with econometric approaches (Andrew Smith).



Universal Cost Model 2.0 – Summary & Outlook from the 
TAC point of view

• The UCM is ready to allocate track costs to vehicles
• It enables for addressing different track and network properties
• (IM-)Specific track work costs can be inserted
• Necessary simulations are defined very precisely and documented in simulation guidelines

Thus, the UCM could act as a “sector standard” for wear-based, vehicle-specific charges. 
Being result of S2R research, the acceptance should be high.

And: we will need such charges, in order to see the next generation, track-friendly vehicle 
designs on our European railway network.
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